“Your complete source for all of your plastic processing equipment.”
North America's largest and fastest growing producer of auxiliary equipment for the plastics processing industry.
Material handling and drying equipment, blenders, feeders, granulators, chillers and cooling towers, downstream
extrusion components including saws, servo cutters and pullers. Markets include Injection Molding, Extrusion, Blow
Molding, Packaging & Thermoforming.

Magnetic Mold Clamping & Quick Mold Change Systems for the injection molding, stamping and material handling
industries.

Market leader in turnkey recycling systems with patented infeed drum cutter technology, continuous laser and back
flushing screen changers, vented extruders, hot face and automatic strand pelletizer systems.

NBE offers material handling equipment and automated bulk material processing systems to
discharge, store, convey, fill, mix, and weigh dry bulk materials in production and processing
operations. Products include outdoor silos, gaylord tilters, surge bins, box dumpers, automatic
bad break stations, supersack unloading equipment and auger feed systems.

High performance Barrel and Screws, Valves, End Caps, Mixing Screws, Nozzles, Up-Size
and Downsize and Special Design Screws. Now a part of the Reifenhäuser Group
providing screws and barrels for extrusion.

Fast Heat offers 1-180 zone integrated hot runner control with energy management, sensor protection
and a continuous tuning control algorithm. Packaged with an easy-to-use Industrial control interface, a
modular cabinet design and advanced features, including recipe storage, auto start, zone slaving,
diagnostics, I/O communications and much more.

Mold-Vac is a standalone system designed to eliminate molding problems caused as a result of gas and
air entrapment. Exclusive to Mold-Vac design is its blowback control that cleans vented pins after every cycle. Mold-Vac
provides precise microprocessor control for both vacuum and blowback timing functions.

Global Leader in Dry Ice Systems for cleaning equipment and molds for Plastics and Rubber Industry.
Reduces cleaning time by 70% as labor intensive cleaning AND the use of solvents and chemicals
are no longer needed.

Providing part handling solutions since 1980 including part conveyors, automatic box filling systems,
parts sorting, portable cleanroom, inspection & work tables, custom systems as well as drum
covers and mold guide skirts.
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Drawer Magnets, Plate Magnets, Hopper Magnets, Magnetic Separation Conveyors, In-Line Magnets for
Material Conveying Systems, Ferrous & Non-Ferrous Metal Separators

Distributor of used equipment, pelletron dedusting systems and material piping. Our service
division can service all auxiliary equipment and we offer Preventative Maintenance contracts,
rebuilds of equipment and parts sales.

Phone: (812) 372-5900

Email: sales@premier-es.net
www.premier-es.net

